Otto Kahn Mansion


The Otto Kahn Mansion stands proudly on the corner of Fifth Avenue and 91st Street. This legendary manse furnishes an intimate feeling amidst its exquisite grandeur. Three charming rooms perfect for entertaining guests are filled with character and fine detail.

The newly refurbished assembly hall is designed with an Adam ceiling and fireplace, and trimmed in gold. The beautifully restored inlaid parquet floor and grand crystal chandelier create a most elegant atmosphere. Adjacent to the assembly hall is the grey stone foyer, which has a striking fireplace and coffered ceilings. The view of the courtyard through the tall paneled glass windows expands the foyer and offers a brilliant surround setting.

The view of Central Park makes the courtyard a desirable location for a ceremony or outdoor portion of a wedding. The limestone simplicity is an elegant, luminous backdrop. The Landmarks Commission notably regarded the Otto Kahn Mansion, remarking that, “In its grand scale, distinguished design, and superb construction, the Otto Kahn House is the finest Italian Renaissance style mansion in New York”.

The Burden Kahn Mansions provide a turn of the century elegance, located on what The N.Y. Times labeled “the grandest block in New York.”
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James Burden Mansion


The James Burden Mansion is an unforgettable structure, conveying an experience that brings its inhabitants back in time. The marble walls, sculpted ceilings, and spiraled staircase are reminiscent of the Golden Age. Upon arrival, one is drawn to the reception room by the music of the Steinway grand piano. This centered room welcomes in a distinguished fashion, while directing travel between the banquet hall and ballroom with ease.

The banquet hall is elegant and sophisticated in its stature. Viridian green marble walls make a stark contrast to the achromatic white moldings along the ceiling edge. Each detail is poignant and each accent is distinct. Through tall mirrored doors stands the ballroom overlooking 91st Street and the Cooper Hewitt Museum, once the home of Andrew Carnegie.

The marble room has polished herringbone parquet and a stunning fireplace as a focal centerpiece of the room. Cherubs round the Baroque ceiling and make this room undeniably remarkable.

The Burden Kahn Mansions provide an elegantly unique and textured setting for any event, occasion or photo/film shoot. The collective amalgamation of these two historical estates makes for one of New York’s most prized locations. It is simply a setting meant for individual exploration, and a venue meant for united celebration.
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